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The numerical range of an operator P in a Hubert space is defined

as the set of all the complex numbers (Tx, x), where x is a unit vector

in the space. It is well known that a bounded normal operator has

the property that the closure of its numerical range is exactly the con-

vex hull of its spectrum [5, pp. 325-327, Theorem 8.13 and Theorem

8.14]. Call this property A. In this article let P denote a linear

bounded operator in a Hilbert space H, V(T) be its numerical range,

K(T) be the convex hull of its spectrum, and use the usual notations

p(T), <t(T), Pa(T), Ca(T), Rcr(T) respectively for the resolvent set,

spectrum, point spectrum, continuous spectrum,and residual spectrum

of P. This article shall investigate some consequences of the property

A.
In general P having the property A need not be normal. Hence

little can be said about an operator unless something else is known.

Define a property B if a(T) lies on a convex curve. Note that a class

of operators such as unitary operators have this property. The follow-

ing theorems shall be proved :

Theorem 1. In a finite dimensional vector space T having the property

B is normal if and only if it has the property A.

Theorem 2. If T has the properties A and B, it can be expressed as

a direct sum Tx@T2 defined on a product space H\®H2, where Hx is

spanned by all the characteristic elements of T, such that :

(a) Pi is normal, and a(Tx) =Po-(Tx),

(b) <r(T2) = Co-(T2),

(c) T is normal if and only if T2 is normal.

Theorem 3. If a compact operator T has the properties A and B,

then with the same notations used in Theorem 2 :

(a) T2 is quasi-nilpotent,

(b) T is a spectral operator of class Y in the sense of Dunford [2,

p. 325],
(c) P is normal if and only if H = HX.

We shall need the following lemmas for the proofs of the theorems:

Lemma 1. If p, q are any fixed complex numbers, b any fixed nonzero

number, then the interior of the ellipse with its foci at p, q and with a

minor axis \b\ is contained in the set of numbers of the form :
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j = aäp + ßßq + aßb

for all a, ß satisfying aä+ß/3= 1.

Proof. For a fixed O^c^l, and |a| —c, s describes a circle with

its center on the line segment connecting p, q and with a radius

c(l — c2)1/2| b\. Hence for all such c, s describes a family of circles the

envelope of which is the ellipse mentioned in the lemma. This com-

pletes the proof. It should be remarked that p and q are interior

points of the ellipse.

Lemma 2. Let ah a2 be distinct points in PaiT), and Lu L2 be the cor-

responding characteristic manifolds. If Li and L2 are not orthogonal to

each other, then T is not normal, and Oi and a2 are interior points of

ViT).

Proof. T is not normal because for a normal operator all the char-

acteristic manifolds are mutually orthogonal. Let {s,}, {f¿} be

orthonormal bases for Z,i and ¿2 respectively. By hypothesis there

exist one s< and one t¿, say Si and h, such that (ji, h) = ¿e'A = S, where

0<d<l. The second inequality is true, because |(si, ii)| =||si|| ||ii|| = l,

and if the equality held true in the Schwarz inequality, then Si and

h would be proportional, which is impossible.

Now consider the subspace L spanned by Si and h. Clearly the

numerical range of T on L is contained in ViT). Take a unit vector

m in L which may be expressed as:

T ß*      1      t ßm =   a-ji H-ii
L       (1 - d2)1/2J (1 - á2)1'2

where aä+ßß=l. Then:
aßSia2 — ai)

iTu, u) = aâai + ßßa2 -\->
(1 - d2)1'2

where ô(a2 — ûi)/(1— à2)1'2 is nonzero. Therefore by Lemma 1, Oi and

a2 are interior points of ViT).

Lemma 3. If T has the properties A and B, all its characteristic mani-

folds are mutually orthogonal.

Proof. This is evident from Lemma 2 because each point in PaiT)

must lie on the boundary of 7i(P) which is ViT), and hence cannot

be an interior point of ViT).

Lemma 4. Fo-(F) lies in the interior of ViT).

Proof. Take any point a in RaiT). Then the closure of (T—aI)H
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is a proper subspace of H. Take any unit vector x in its orthogonal

complement; then ((T—aI)x, x)=0 = (Tx, x)—a. But (T — aI)x

= bxx for some unit vector xi with a nonzero b. Consider the set of

all the unit vectors u of the form : u = ax+ßxx where aä-rßß= 1. Then

(Tu, u) =aäa-rßß(Txx, Xx) -\-aßb. Hence by Lemma 1 o is in the inter-

ior of V(T).

As a consequence of Lemma 4, we conclude:

Lemma 5. Rff(T) is empty if T has the properties A and B.

Denote by Hx the smallest subspace of ii which contains all the char-

acteristic manifolds of T, and by i72 the orthogonal complement of

Hx. Denote by La the characteristic manifold corresponding to the

point a in Pa(T). Then by Lemma 3, and by definition, [4, p. 8],

Hx is the direct sum of \La\, aEPa(T), i.e., Hx— ^2@La over all a

in Po-(T), when T has the properties A and B, and any element x

in Hx can be expressed as: x= 2<li CiXi where Xi is a unit vector in

P0j, and {ai} are all distinct.

Lemma 6. T is reducible by Hx if it has the properties A and B.

Proof. It is evident that T(Hx) QHx. Hence we only need to show

T(H2)QHi, [4, p. 33]. Suppose the contrary; then there exist a unit

vector x in Hx corresponding to some characteristic value a, and a

unit vector y in H2 such that (Ty, x)^0. Consider the set of unit

vectors u of the form u = äx-\-ßy, where aä-\-ßß=\. Then (Tu, u)

= aäa-rßß(Ty, y)-yaß(Ty, x). By Lemma 1, a is an interior point of

V(T), which contradicts the properties A and B.

Let Pi, P2 be the parts of P restricted on Hx and H2 respectively.

From the lemma we see that P sends Hx into itself, if P has the

properties A and B. Hence Pi may be considered as an endomorphism

on Hx. Similar conclusion can be made for T2.

Proof of Theorem 1. Necessity is evident. The sufficiency can be

proved as follows. Since the space is of finite dimension, a(T) =P<r(T)

and H=Hx. By Lemma 3 the characteristic manifolds corresponding

to distinct characteristic values are mutually orthogonal. Hence P is

normal because P= YlT-x aiPi where {a,-} are the characteristic

values and P< the projection operator of the corresponding manifold

of a,-.

In order to take care of the cases where i7i or i72 is empty, define

the spectrum of an operator on an empty subspace to be the empty

set.

Proof of Theorem 2. Clearly Pa(T)=Por(Tx). By Lemma 3, Pi

is normal, [4, p. 33]. Also, Ra(Tx) is empty, [5, p. 325]. Consider
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any complex number 5 which is not in the closure of Pa(Ti). Let d>0

be such that \s—a\ ^d for all a in Pa(Ti) and 7< denote the iden-

tity operator on 77,-, i= 1, 2. It is easy to see that the image of the

bounded set of elements in 77i with the bound l/d under the mapping

(Ti — sli) contains the unit sphere of Hi, and hence that the bounded

inverse of (Pi — s7i) exists for every such s. Therefore o-(Pi)

= PaJTî).
• By means of Lemma 4 with T2, H2 in place of T, 77, it is evident

that RaiT2) is empty because F(P2) Q ViT). Then part (b) is obvious

if I can show that PaiT2) is empty. Suppose that there exist s in

PaiT2). Then a nonzero element y in H2 exists with T2y — sy. Now

Ty = iTi®T2)y=TiO+T2y = sy. Thus sEPaiT) and yEHu which
contradicts the fact that 77i and Hi are orthogonal to each other.

Hence PaiT2) is empty, and consequently 0-^2) = CaiT2).

Now T= Pi© T2, hence T is normal if and only if T2 is normal. This

completes the proof. It should be remarked that as a consequence of

this theorem, Fcr(P) is empty because RaiT)QRaiTi)yJRaiT2).

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 :

Corollary 1. With the same hypothesis as that in Theorem 2, T is

normal if H is spanned by the characteristic elements of T.

Denote by 0< the zero operators on 77,-, ¿=1,2, and define 5i = Pi ®62,

S2 = 6i®T2. Then r=5i+52. Since the decomposition of 77 into 77i

and 772 is unique for T having the properties A and B, we conclude:

Corollary 2. For a linear bounded operator T on a Hubert space H

having the properties A and B there exists a unique decomposition of T

as a sum of two linear bounded operators Si and S2 such that :

(a) P=5i on the subspace spanned by all the characteristic elements

ofT,
(b) T=S2on the orthogonal complement of the above subspace,

(c) T is normal if and only if S2 is normal.

A linear bounded operator is said to be a compact operator if it

maps the unit sphere into a conditionally compact set. Since a

bounded closed subset of a compact set is compact, we have the fol-

lowing lemma which shall be needed in the proof of Theorem 3 :

Lemma T.IfT is compact, and if a subspace reduces T, the reduced part

of T on the subspace is compact.

Proof of Theorem 3. Part (a) is obvious if 772 is empty. Otherwise

by the above lemma T2 is compact. Theorem 2 implies aiT2) = CaiT2),

and hence aiT2) = [o], [l, p. 160, Theorem 22]. Thus the inverse of
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P2 —a/2 exists for all nonzero a, and (T2 — aI2)~l is an entire function

of a~l. Consequently T2 is quasi-nilpotent, [3, p. 98 and p. 107]. It

is not nilpotent because it would contradict the fact that Pa(T2) is

empty.

By Corollary 2 to Theorem 2 P can be uniquely decomposed as the

sum of 5i and 52 where 5i is normal and hence is a scalar operator

[2, p. 332]. Now.52 = öieP2 implies Sl = 6x®Tl. Then limn<00 ||5S||1/n

= limn,oo || P2,||1/B = 0. Hence 52 is also quasi-nilpotent. Clearly, 5i, 52

commute with each other. Then P is a spectral operator of class V,

[2, p. 333, Theorem 8].

By Theorem 2 we see that P is normal if and only if P2 is normal.

However, if P2 is normal then || P2*||1/" = | P2|l for all n. Now T2 is

quasi-nilpotent, and then ||P2|| =lim„_M |Pjj||1/n = 0 which implies

T2 = 62. But Po-(T2) is empty; hence this causes a contradiction unless

H2 is empty, i.e., H=Hx. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

The following result is an immediate consequence of the theorem :

Corollary 3. A compact operator on a Hilbert space, having the

property B, is normal if and only if it satisfies the property A and the

space is spanned by all its characteristic elements.
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